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Abstracts

The Car Wash Market size is estimated at USD 31.40 billion in 2024, and is expected to

reach USD 52.5 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 6.40% during the forecast period

(2024-2029).

The car wash market is a thriving industry encompassing services for cleaning and

maintaining vehicles, ranging from personal cars to commercial fleets. This sector has

witnessed significant growth due to the increasing emphasis on vehicle aesthetics,

cleanliness, and the desire for a well-maintained appearance. Car wash services are

provided through various formats, including self-service car wash stations, automatic

car wash systems, and full-service hand car wash facilities.

In recent years, the car wash sector has witnessed notable expansion and evolution,

propelled by shifts in consumer choices, technological progress, and a growing

emphasis on environmental considerations. Within the dynamic commercial real estate

(CRE) environment, the car wash market has emerged as a profitable industry, drawing

interest from investors and entrepreneurs across the country. Anticipated growth in

demand for car wash services aligns with an expanding number of vehicles, heightened

consumer disposable income, and a rising trend among car owners to opt for

professional carwashing facilities more frequently.

The sector is implementing various technological innovations that are reshaping on-

demand vehicle wash services, including advanced water recycling systems, hybrid and

touch-free washing technology, and other cost-effective solutions. These innovations

aim to streamline the manual vehicle preparation process, reduce friction, and deliver

cleaner and drier vehicles in a shorter timeframe.
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The shift in consumer preferences, driven by hectic schedules and fast-paced

lifestyles, has led to a preference for professional carwashing services over personal

methods. The prevalence of automated carwashing, emphasizing convenience and time

savings, has become the standard, contributing to the market's expansion.

As market dynamics change amid increasing interest rates and inflation, service-based

businesses offering non-essential services like carwashes must innovate to retain

customers and enhance property values. Many carwash facilities have adopted a more

self-serve business model, incorporating drive-thru menus for customers to choose

services without direct employee interaction.

Traditionally dominated by local operators, express carwashes are experiencing a surge

in private equity investment, driving growth and consolidation in the industry. Private

equity firms are redirecting their focus toward carwash companies that own express

washes, also known as conveyor or tunnel washes, which are anticipated to enhance

attractiveness as credit quality improves. Additionally, emerging business models

introducing memberships or subscriptions provide a reliable and consistent revenue

stream.

Given the considerable fragmentation of the carwash market, it remains a significant

attraction for numerous investors. The industry's structure, coupled with subscription-

based sales systems, continues to keep the market in the spotlight for investors.

Car Wash Market Trends

Roll-over/ In-Bay Car Wash Type to Lead the Market

Roll-over/in-bay car washes offer a quicker and more affordable cleaning option

compared to other methods like hand washes or automatic tunnels. This caters to a

wider range of customer budgets and time constraints. They are also known for their

fast turnaround times, allowing customers to get a basic car wash within minutes. This

convenience is particularly attractive for busy individuals. In-bay automatics often offer

self-service options, further increasing efficiency for customers who prefer a DIY

approach.

While known for basic washes, advancements in technology are enhancing the

capabilities of roll-over/in-bay systems. These include features like touchless washes for

delicate car finishes, undercarriage cleaning options, and high-pressure water jets for

more thorough cleanliness.
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In 2023, Touchless car wash technology advancements were highlighted at car wash

conventions, signifying potential cost reductions and wider adoption in roll-over/in-bay

systems. New eco-friendly cleaning solutions were introduced for roll-over/in-bay

systems, addressing environmental concerns and potentially attracting environmentally

conscious customers.

In May 2023, Sonny's Enterprises, a major car wash operator in the United States,

announced plans to expand its network of self-service express car washes, highlighting

the continued market dominance of this segment.

In October 2022, the National Carwash Association (NCWA) reported an increase in

express car wash memberships, indicating customer loyalty toward the convenience

and affordability of roll-over/in-bay options.

In March 2022, the International Carwash Association (ICA) reported a continued rise in

self-service car washes, indicating a growing customer preference for the convenience

and affordability offered by roll-over/in-bay options.

These factors combined solidify the leading position of roll-over/in-bay car washes in the

current market. Their affordability, convenience, and evolving technology continue to

attract customers, making them the preferred choice for a quick and efficient car wash

experience.

North America is Expected to Occupy a Significant Share in the Market

North America, particularly the United States, holds the dominant position in the global

car wash market. North America boasts a strong car culture with a high vehicle

ownership rate per capita. This translates to a larger potential customer base for car

wash services. The United States has the second-highest number of vehicles per capita

globally, at 837 vehicles per 1,000 people in 2022.

Consumers in North America have a relatively high disposable income, allowing them to

spend more on discretionary services like car washes. This fuels market growth and

allows for innovation in wash types and service packages.

The North American car wash market offers a wide range of options, catering to various
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customer needs and budgets. This includes everything from budget-friendly self-service

roll-over/in-bay washes to premium full-service detail packages.

In March 2024, Flagstop Car Wash successfully acquired a three-unit platform in the

greater Richmond metropolitan area, Virginia, completing the conversion to the Flagstop

brand and reopening the units.

In March 2024, Spark Car Wash, headquartered in Summit, celebrated the opening of

its fifth location in Ledgewood, marking a significant step in the company's mission to

modernize car washing with cutting-edge technology and membership-driven services

in the Northeast.

Car Wash Industry Overview

The car wash market is highly competitive, featuring a diverse array of participants

across different segments. Dominating the scene are large national and regional car

wash chains like Mister Car Wash, Take 5 Oil Change, and Splash Car Wash, providing

standardized wash options with a focus on convenience. Alongside these giants,

numerous locally operated independent car washes cater to specific customer

preferences or niche markets, offering personalized services or highlighting eco-friendly

practices.

Indirect competition in the car wash market comes from services like mobile detailing,

which provides on-demand premium car detailing at the customer's location. Car

washes at dealerships also contribute to indirect competition, potentially attracting

customers seeking service or maintenance. Furthermore, consumers have the option of

using at-home car cleaning products for a budget-conscious approach that requires

more time and effort. These competitive dynamics are influenced by factors such as

location, convenience, pricing structures, technology integration, and sustainability

practices. As the landscape evolves, players in all segments must adapt and innovate to

stay competitive in response to advancing technology and changing customer

preferences.

In March 2024, Zips Car Wash rolled out an advanced car wash loyalty and

membership platform developed by AMP Memberships. This innovative solution allows

for company-wide or regional campaigns, emphasizing personalized engagement for

members and loyal retail customers.
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In February 2024, Enmarket introduced a pioneering monthly subscription car washing

service through its Marketwash mobile app, aiming to provide customers with a

seamless and contactless solution for car care.

In November 2023, Spark Car Wash secured USD 30 million in additional growth capital

through a Series B funding round led by GoPoint Ventures. This funding will support the

Summit-based company's expansion of modern, membership-driven car wash locations

in a region with substantial growth potential.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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